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OEDIPUS ALIVE AND WELL
IN SURREY: POPEYE AND
HIS  COMPLEX WITH HASH

FATHER FIGURES

He runs wherever he feels like
going, which may mean
running the trail back to front,
or inside out, or adding large
loops - anything, really. The
pack all know this, shrug their
shoulders, and get on with
the flour. So what did he mean
today by running with almost
absolute fidelity the trail
which Tequil’Over had set?
At a speed even greater than
is his wont? (It is true he
acquired, doubtless to his
surprise, a disciple, a visitor
called Nicky, who clung to his
heels with dog-like fidelity.)

The answer. He had little
hope of actually obliterating
the entire trail; so his
rebellion took the form of
“killing” it by scything
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through the checks at top
speed, thus defying anyone
to find anything left of
interest in Tequil’Over’s
handiwork, and roaring home
in record time. Thus did he
defy the Father Figure!

Fathers are not so easily
obliterated.... T.O. intended all
along that this be should be a
straightforward, simple and
reasonably brief trail; he is
after all an actual as well as a
figurative father, and this day
was dedicated to his son’s
21st birthday thrash, in the
Rugby Club. (Ad multos
annos, young man!) So he
could merely grin at Popeye’s
vain attempt at rebellion. His
pleasure was increased by the
hash Mother Figure, whom

(Case Notes on the patient
Popeye, by  the resident  hash
psychoanalyst.)

Our great Master, it is well
known,  established as an
axiom that all men mean to
murder their father and marry
their mother. Naturally it is
rare for such a plan to come to
full fruition, so they take it out
on substitutes in society; in
the case of the Surrey Hash
there are to be sure several
large, lustrous and looming
personalities, but the two
Titans who dominate the hash
are Uncle Gerry and
Tequil’Over. The latter set the
trail today.

The patient Popeye is
famous for treating the true
trail with blithe indifference.

Popeye was trying to seduce,
who asserted that several
checks were brilliant. Since
she did not even know that
there were a fair few back
checks, it is hard to see how
she knew this, unless on
Tequil’Over’s own say-so,
but praise is always sweet.

The hare’s pleasure was
enhanced when he heard that
the long-suffering golfers
were well riled by our
checking all over their lovely
links - this included an
extended back-check, so our
presence on the fairways was
long drawn out.... Another
plus was that Uncle Gerry was
heard griping and groaning.
At the very first check - also a
back check - GG asserted that

the only interesting terrain lay
ahead. This was not true; the
trail did include some perfectly
adequate fields and woods, as
well as the golf course. Oh,
well hashed previously, to be
sure: how do you set a brand
new trail in Effingham? And
even Body Shop could
correctly infer a left-hander
quite early on. But still and all,
a good trail.

Enter FRB, too faded and
fatuous to rank as a Father
Figure, to distribute down-
downs. Tako Belle for the most
piercing voice to come out of
Japan; Nipple Sucker for
bursts of speed which the
elderly stand-in RA could not
match; Cracker for not doing
the trail at all - the non-runners

are sadly neglected in our
Circles! - and Olive Oyl for
being a nice comfortable
middle runner. (The hare
murmured that she acquired
her handle not from marriage
to our patient, but because
she was an Extra Virgin -
though what Sweet Pea and
her delightful daughter make
of this is not recorded)

The hare told the pack to
walk to the pub, some quarter
of a mile off, and then back to
the Rugby Club. Only a Father
figure would dare: our hashers
are not into extra exercise!
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1615 26-Mar Lord Raleigh Holmwood FRB

1616 2-Apr Short An' West
Humble:
Curly
Memorial

Volunteer
Needed!

1617 9-Apr Country Bumpkin/
Tako Belle

Run 1614

Date 19-Mar-2006

Hares FRB

Venue Abinger Roughs

On On Black Horse Gomshall

SSA

OS (187) 110 480

Scribe Tequil’OverDirections:

From  A25, about 1 mile east of Abinger Hammer, turn north.
Car park is a few hundred metres on left.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

That learning belongs not to the female character, and
that the female mind is not capable of a degree of im-
provement equal to that of the other sex (this is the GM
again!)  are narrow and unphilosophical prejudices.

The First Blast of the Trumpet Against the Monstrous
Regiment Of Women. (Regiment=Rule; and guess whom
he was referring to!)

After all, what was a paradox but a statement of the ob-
vious so as to make it sound untrue?  (FRB this time)

Can anything be more absurd than keeping women in a
state of ignorance, and yet so vehemently to insist on
 their resisting temptation?  (No, we have no ignorant
harriettes....... As for their resisting temptation.....)

KNOCKABOUT KNOXES: JOHN, RONALD,
VICESIMUS

(Up to you to decide which was which....)

The tumult and the shouting dies,
The captains and the kings depart,
And we are left with large supplies
Of cold blancmange and rhubarb tart. (Any Hash Feast)

Un homme avec Dieu est toujours dans la majorité.
                                                              The RA!

Hail her* like Etonians, without a single word,
Absolutely silent and indefinitely bored.   *The GM!


